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Abstract—Testing nowadays analogue and mixed-signal integrated circuits is a difficult task. In order to cope with
distinct circuit design characteristics and lack of standardized
test principles, we rely on a test platform based on a novel
general test methodology. The presented solution bridges the
gap between design and test processes by offering an intuitive
unified interface. On the top of this methodology, in the software
platform layer, we propose a software tool developed to assist
both designers and test engineers in the process of automatic
generation and configuration of test sequences. The proposed
tool is capable of detecting test parameters from the input
HSPICE-compliant test specification files. Moreover, an extension
to the HSPICE format is proposed to express mutually exclusive
values for test parameters. The tool also provides the automatic
creation of new HSPICE-compliant test sequences based on
the selection of test parameters through an intuitive graphical
interface. Additionally, it allows parameter reordering in preexisting test sequences. The benefits of using the proposed
solution are presented when generating a large number of test
sequences, providing a significant reduction of time devoted to
design and test.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Over the years, the performance of Integrated Circuits (IC)
has been continuously enhanced. As referred in the ITRS 2010
update [1], the modern trends are moving towards solutions
based on systems in a package to obtain higher performance.
These solutions are tightly coupled with technology improvements, thus leading to more dense and complex ICs. Over the
last years, analogue and mixed-signal ICs experience a considerable growth, sometimes higher than the industry average [2].
Although many functions in nowadays integrated systems
are performed with digital circuitry, there are still tasks that
remain in its analogue counterpart, e.g., interface between the
electronic system and the surrounding environment [2]. Hence,
reliability and performance of analogue ICs are key factors [3]
urging the development of new and efficient test methods.
In contrast with solutions for digital circuit testability design [4], the design of testable mixed-signal circuits is a
more recent topic [5], where existing methodologies are not
widely accepted. The first books addressing digital testing
were published in early 1970s, e.g., [6], [7], and nowadays
design and test of complex digital circuits are completely
automated. For analogue cores, most of the efforts are oriented
to specific techniques and their use on a certain class of
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circuits [8]. The main problem faced when testing analogue
and mixed-signal ICs lies in the complexity of the analogue
blocks [9]. Typically, analogue circuits are more difficult to test
due to distinct design characteristics [10], which require considering continuous signals and circuit parametric deviations
in addition to catastrophic faults [11]. Although the domain
of analogue testing tries to cope with a controversy between
functional and structural testing, functional testing is usually
considered [11] since applying structural testing to analogue
circuits requires detailed analysis and modifications on a caseby-case basis [10].
Design and test of ICs are activities that should be developed
simultaneously [9], [12]. However, over the years there has
always been a gap between these activities and the benefits
of their interaction are not considered [9]. In most cases,
after the design process is concluded, engaging the designers
in the test process is usually difficult due to the lack of
knowledge about the test equipment and the employment of
different tools. The current state of the art rarely focuses on
bridging the gap between design and test of analogue and
mixed-signal ICs. For example, [13] presents an approach
that allows integration of design and test efforts through the
development of Automatic Test Equipment (ATE) instrument
models. These models are applied to a mixed-signal design
simulator to generate device test data and share the data
with the test-programming environment, thus allowing to start
the test program development during the simulation process.
However, this approach does not provide a tool for the designer
to follow the test process. Also, the work presented in [9]
develops HSPICE models for ATE instruments to provide
more detailed simulations, but it does not replace the need
to test the IC. Moreover, both methodologies are based on
expensive ATE reserved for high volume production.
It is not only the relation between test and design that must
be reinforced, but also it is desired to automate the overall
test procedure. Test engineers often experience pressure to
produce test setups in a short time frame due to its negative
influence on product costs [14]. In fact, ITRS 2009 [15]
refers that the test process must become shorter and more
automated to allow reduction of time devoted to test and
product development. In this context, there are already efforts to automate mixed-signal ICs design and test processes.
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For instance, [14] describes an industry-based methodology,
which uses evolutionary computation to automatically generate
software and optimal configurations for ATE. The major
drawback of this approach, besides relying on ATE, involves
the software optimization based on the Standard Commands
for Programmable Instruments (SCPI) that is not an universal
standard and may limit the implementation.
Correspondingly, the solution development must strive to
satisfy both requirements, namely to automate and optimize
the test process and also to provide an adequate link between
design and test. The methodology proposed herein allows
the designer to characterize the Device Under Test (DUT)
using the same tools that are normally involved in the design
environment, i.e. SPICE [16] netlists and waveform viewers,
to allow the direct interaction of the designer in the test
process. The proposed methodology uses the design validation
testbench to perform the automatic configuration of the test
setup and DUT interconnections. The developed test platform
controls automatic data acquisition and converts it to a format
compatible with the simulation tools. Hence, the implementation of this solution involves three main areas: hardware interface with DUT, control and synchronization of measurement
equipment and software interface with simulation.
To guarantee that designers perceive the test setup as an
additional functionality of the simulation tool, the developed
solution must be able to analyze the HSPICE netlist and main
auxiliary HSPICE files, e.g., Alter and parameter definition
files. These files allow redefinition of the simulation models
and/or parameter values. Whereas for the designer it may
be irrelevant which parameter should be simulated first, for
the test environment the parameter testing order is highly
important. Also, designers often have to manually input certain
parameter values or conditions before starting the simulations,
which can be time consuming. In this paper we propose a
Test Scheduler tool that not only improves the test process by
organizing information in Alter and parameter definition files,
but it also generates the simulation information to improve
the design process. By relying on pre-existing Alter files, the
tool assists the test process by reorganizing the parameters
and modifying the test sequences regarding available test
equipment. The tool also helps in the design process through
the generation of new Alter and parameter definition files for
simulation purposes.
A more detailed description of the proposed work is presented in the next sections. Section II elaborates the main
objectives of the test methodology and the test platform major
structural blocks (specifically designed to meet the methodology objectives). Section III describes the functionality and
implementation details of the Test Scheduler designed for
automatic management and test plan creation. Section IV
presents the conclusions of the work.
II. P ROPOSED T EST M ETHODOLOGY
The methodology proposed herein allows the designer to
directly interact with the test process without requiring a
deep knowledge in the test area. The methodology is based
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on the design simulation testbench, which is used to automatically configure the test setup. The technique is adequate
for analogue and mixed-signal cores, with special emphasis
given to power cores, namely DCDC converters, Low Dropout
Regulators (LDO), Charge pumps (CP) and Bandgaps (BG).
The key parameters to study are the ones typically used in
the characterization of these core types. The implementation
process mainly considers hardware and software development,
delivering two major components: 1 – a hardware platform
that interfaces the DUT, the design environment and test
workstation; and, 2 – a software tool, having an input similar
to the simulation tools, which controls the test platform and
stores the test results.
Considering the hardware development, it is mandatory to
design dedicated hardware that replaces some of the external
equipment and allows the automatic configuration of the test
environment based on HSPICE netlists and user commands.
The goal is to attain a fully configurable system that avoids
the need of any interaction with the user during the DUT
characterization test. Accordingly, the test system consists
of two types of boards, a main board (containing the main
test structures) and a daughterboard (designed to perform
the hardwired connections between the DUT and the main
test structures). This approach allows reusing the main board
whenever a new DUT needs to be characterized.
The main board is composed of six blocks: control, power
supplies, programmable loads, expansion connector, onboard
instrumentation and a reference voltage generator. The power
supplies block was developed to allow full configurability.
Moreover, to permit the evaluation of several DUT parameters,
the power supplies present low output impedance, wide current
and voltage output range, low noise and fast output response
capability. In terms of onboard loads, the main board is
equipped with wide range programmable loads with capability
to change their value to perform load transient tests. Taking
into account that the implementation details of the test platform are out of scope of this paper, we provide herein only a
brief description of the relevant functional blocks and a more
detailed description can be found in [17], [18].
The proposed test solution consists of five configuration layers, whose hierarchical disposition can be observed in Fig. 1.
The layers are the HSPICE testbench, the control software,
the main board and laboratory equipment, the daughterboard
and the DUT itself. The HSPICE netlist is at the top of
the control hierarchy, based on the testbench created by the
designer. Being at the highest level of test environment control,
the HSPICE netlist can be perceived as a vehicle used by
the designer to indicate the type of test to perform. The
second configuration level corresponds to the control software
that is responsible for control and synchronization of both
main board and measurement equipment. Thus, the control
software is responsible for: interpretation of HSPICE netlists,
configuration of the test platform and data acquisition control.
The layers placed deeper in the configuration hierarchy
operate at hardware level, namely the instrumentation layer,
daughterboard and DUT. The instrumentation layer consists

  






   





  
 

  





Fig. 1.





 


 
   
  



  

   

    

 

   



      

 

Methodology layers

of the dedicated hardware (main board) and the laboratory
equipment. As previously referred, the daughterboard performs the hardwired configuration between the DUT and the
test equipment. Furthermore, the DUT level corresponds to
the configuration of the core control registers to allow the
controllability of internal nodes. In this particular case, the interface with the DUT is accomplished through communication
protocols (e.g.: SPI or I2 C).
The dedicated hardware structures are interfaced using an
ASCII proprietary communication protocol. On the other hand,
concerning the measurement equipment, the system relies
on the features available in the Virtual Instrument Software
Architecture (VISA) [19] and the Interchangeable Virtual Instruments (IVI) drivers [20]. The goal is to allow the expansion
of the system and instruments interchangeability. In fact, the
IVI driver’s architecture incorporates several classes of different instrument types developed to guarantee that each device
responds to the generic commands of its own class type. Thus,
the use of VISA and IVI drivers allows to develop a system
that can interface any type of instrument without the need
to rewrite any code. Furthermore, nowadays manufacturers
present test equipment compatible with IVI drivers.
The main goal of the software implementation is to develop
a tool capable of analyzing the HSPICE netlist and identifying
the necessary commands to control the test execution on hardware boards and test equipment. Nevertheless, it is mandatory
to guarantee that the main commands used by the designer
in the testbench can be reproduced and interpreted. In fact,
from the designer point of view, the automatic characterization
test platform allows the DUT and the test hardware to be
seen as additional simulation functionalities. To simplify the
interaction between the platform and the designer, a test library
is developed using the designer’s schematic entry system.
The main goal is to define cells with correspondence to the
hardware board structures and laboratory equipment that can
be used by the designer in testbenches. Thus, the designer is
allowed to configure the test setup by relying on the library
instances of the available equipment. Moreover, the library
only uses native elements of the designer schematic entry
software to guarantee that all testbenches are compatible with

 


Fig. 2.

Project flow resulting from the application of this methodology

both, test platform and the designer simulation tools.
Fig. 2 depicts the project flow starting from the core
design and simulation setup, down to the automatic DUT
characterization using the proposed test platform. The process
starts with the core design and configuration of the simulation
setup developed with elements from the test library. The
main advantage of the proposed solution is that the same
simulation setup used for running circuit simulations is also
used for configuration of the test platform, thus allowing the
designer to automatically configure the hardware test setup and
collect test data. To guarantee a full compatibility between the
platform and the simulation tools, not only the HSPICE netlist
must be analyzed, but also the main auxiliary files (normally
used for simulation purposes) have to be considered. Thus,
to provide a complete interaction between design and test
environments, the proposed platform supports the following
file types (besides the HSPICE netlist file): Header, Footer,
parameter definition and Alter files.
Header and Footer are files that complement the netlist,
adding parameter definitions and simulation options that are
not explicit in the testbench. These files are concatenated with
the HSPICE netlist in order to deliver the set of instructions
to be executed during the simulation. The parameter definition
file is an HSPICE type file that includes the definition of
the parameters used in all sub-circuits. This file is intended
to free the designer from constantly redefining the project
parameters. The parameter definition file can also be associated
with the Alter file that includes sequences of commands used
to redefine the models and parameter values used during
simulations. Hence, in order to configure the test setup, the
auxiliary files (namely, Alter, Header, Footer and parameter
definition files) must also be analyzed.
The proposed solution, Test Scheduler, provides a mechanism to organize the testing parameters, since the parameter
ordering can influence the test process. For instance, considering the temperature tests, it must be guaranteed that all other
parameters are tested before changing the temperature condition, since usually the process of changing the test chamber
temperature is a time consuming task. The tool also provides
the means to exclude test parameters, because associated
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Fig. 3.

Test Scheduler data flow diagram

equipment may not be available or might be under failure at the
moment of testing. The Test Scheduler can also automatically
generate a complete set of test sequences making exhaustive
parameter combinations, thus it can be used in the design
process. In fact, although EDA tools suffer a considerable
evolution over the past years, today’s analogue simulation tools
usually require the user to manually configure certain SPICE
parameters, as for example the definition of the Alter files.
Thus, before starting the simulations, the designer has to input
parameter values and conditions, which can be a time consuming process. This process can lead to errors since the designer
can overlook some parameter combinations for a particular
simulation. The proposed tool also improves the generation of
Alter and parameter definition files for both design and test
environments. From the design point of view, the tool can help
in the process of automatic generation of Alter and parameter
definition files, and in the test schedule optimization, from
the test point of view. The next section will present a detail
description of the proposed tool implementation and available
functionalities. The automatic characterization test platform
(see Fig. 2) analyses the outputs from the Test Scheduler and
configures the test setup. Afterwards, the characterization tests
are conducted on previously produced silicon package (DUT),
and the collected data is converted to allow direct comparison
with the simulation results [17], [18].
III. T EST S CHEDULER : S OFTWARE T OOL FOR
G ENERATION AND O RGANIZATION OF T EST F ILES
In order to automate the process of redefining the simulation
models and corresponding parameters, we propose herein a
platform-independent Test Scheduler application, developed
in Python programming language, whose data flow diagram
(DFD) is depicted in Fig. 3. At this point, it is worth to
emphasize that all included processes in the DFD are internal
processes for sustaining the application automation, except
”modify parameters” and ”modify selection” which require
user actions. Considering the structural blocks, double-lined
emphasized blocks are completely accessible by the user
or require user input, whereas the rest of structural blocks
represent application-specific internal structures.
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As mentioned, the Test Scheduler processes two types of
input HSPICE-based auxiliary files for defining the test setup,
namely Alter and parameter definition files. In addition to
the traditional testbench specification with HSPICE-compliant
parameter enumeration in the Alter file, we also provide an
extension to the current specification methodology. This extension allows designation of several mutually exclusive values
for a single parameter, whose complete set of combinations
has to be considered in the final output simulation model,
as depicted in Fig. 4. This is accomplished by introducing
the reserved || (OR) operation to the HSPICE specification to
allow concatenation of parameter values in a single statement,
e.g., .PARAM vin=vinmax||vinmin. Hence, this forms a
closed set of three possibilities to express the input Alter
testbench in an understandable way for both designers and
test engineers. Namely, the input Alter file may be specified
not only in its traditional HSPICE-compliant form, but also by
relying onto the || (OR) operation to enumerate all possible
parameter values, or by combining both approaches.
Although the Test Scheduler outputs, in terms of both Alter
and parameter definition files, are strict HSPICE-compliant
codes, the same cannot be generally applicable for the manually user-edited input files. In order to ensure the correct
application functionality, we provide the specific built-in file
parsers for both input file types (Alter and parameter definition
files), which are depicted via ”parse” actions in the DFD
diagram (see Fig. 3). The results of the parse operations can

Fig. 4.

Extended HSPICE-based Input File

be previewed by the application user through inspection of
Parse Logs and Error Logs for each input file type. Parse Log
provides the information about all correctly specified and identified parameters that are further used to create the application
interface and output files. Error Logs depict all the parameters
detected in the input file that do not comply with the current HSPICE programming standards or application-specific
extensions. Practically, this provides an additional feature to
the application end-user to check and correct possible errors
in the provided input testbench specifications.
After ensuring the correctness of the input simulation directives, the application builds an internal Initial Structure
to store the information detected in the specified input Alter
file for each statement (e.g., .PARAM, .TEMP, .LIB,
etc.), parameter and value. On the other hand, all detected
information from the input parameter definition file is gathered
into the Translation Table. These values are used in the
process of building the application interface by retrieving
the numeric resolutions for symbolic parameter values in the
Initial Structure (depicted as ”select” and ”update” actions in
Fig. 3). According to the information in the Initial Structure,
the application ”collapses” the stored data into an internal
Test Plans Packed structure by cross-plan inspection, in order
to provide an unified view on used statements, parameters
and values at the overall simulation level. At this point it
is worth to emphasize that by the Test Plan we assume the
specification and exact ordering of the instructions defining a
single test to be performed on the DUT (set of instructions
enclosed by a single .ALTER statement in the input Alter
file). Correspondingly, the input Alter file can be perceived and
represented as a single or a collection of distinct test plans.
Furthermore, the produced Test Plans Packed structure is used
to build the main application window, which allows the enduser to reorganize the order of instructions in the output Alter

Fig. 5.

Main application window for parameter modification

file by setting the priorities at all three levels, i.e., statement,
parameter and value level (see Fig. 5). The application user is
also free to exclude/include the statements/parameters/values
from the output by simple selection at the desired level, as
shown in Fig. 5. The process of user interaction with the
application is depicted by ”modify parameters” action in
Fig. 3. At the same time, the application stores all detected test
plans from the Initial Structure (as found in the input Alter
file) into an internal Selected Test Plans structure.
All the used statements, parameters and values are unified
and classified in Test Plans Packed structure, thus allowing
automatic creation of a full set of test plans to cover all
possible combinations. This procedure is achieved by ”unfolding” Test Plans Packed structure into a Test Plans Unpacked
structure to hold all the possible combinations. Moreover, this
information is also used to create an important additional
feature in the application interface where the user is allowed
to include/exclude desired test plans, which is depicted in
DFD as ”modify selection” action. Fig. 6 presents this functionality from the user interface point of view. After the test
plan selection process is finished, the application ”collapses”
currently selected plans from Test Plans Unpacked structure
into Test Plans Packed structure, and exports the selection to
the Selected Test Plans structure.
Once the user has finished with the modification
processes, it is allowed to preview and retrieve the final
Alter and parameter definition files. The Test Scheduler
automatically generates the output Alter file by constructing
HSPICE-compliant test plans according to the content
stored in Selected Test Plans structure. The application
also allows the user to decide if each Test Plan
should be guarded with .PROT/.UNPROT statements
to designate the sections to be encrypted, and it also
automatically creates synopsis for each Test Plan

Fig. 6.

Application interface for test plan selection
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previewing the contained parameter values, following
the adopted practice normally used in industry (for example,
*vinmax||vcasnmin||vcaspmin||mos_ff||tempmax).
The produced output parameter definition file contains only a
subset of data from the Translation Table, which are relevant
for instructions in Selected Test Plans structure.
Fig. 5 and 6 show the usability of Test Scheduler interface
when performing an automatic generation of 4096 test plans
for a real case scenario by combining 12 HSPICE instructions
each with two mutually exclusive variations for the parameter
values, namely: 7 .PARAM, 1 .TEMP, and 4 .LIB statements
(as presented in Fig. 4). The means for intuitive and simplified
parameter modifications are presented in Fig. 5, where the user
is allowed to change the order of testing parameters by simply
altering their relative priority (with + and - buttons), or to
include/exclude complete set of parameters. Fig. 6 presents the
interface where the user can select a subset of automatically
generated test sequences. Due to the space constraints, in
Fig. 6 only 4 test plans are depicted (out of 4096), where
the automatic variation of .LIB parameters can be observed
in case of .ALTER 1 and .ALTER 4, according to the given
priorities (see Fig. 5). These features are also important when
organizing the test sequences with .TEMP statements, where
test sequences can be grouped and ordered by the temperature values guaranteeing the most efficient test execution,
as referred in previous section. An additional advantage of
the tool is the capability of excluding specific combinations
of parameter values. For example, for a boost converter the
maximum output voltage can only be tested for some input
voltages. Finally, by using the Test Scheduler, parameter
modifications and automatic generation of the output files are
performed in a negligible amount of time, whereas the same
amount of operations might require several hours or even days
if the modifications are performed manually. Additionally,
the manual modifications of the input files often results in
erroneous outputs caused by the human factor, which is greatly
suppressed by the capabilities of the proposed tool.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we present the Test Scheduler, a tool for
automatic generation and configuration of test sequences for
analogue and mixed-signal ICs. This tool is part of a test
platform’s software layer developed using a novel test methodology that bridges the gap between design and test. The
proposed tool analyses the auxiliary simulation HSPICE-based
files to identify test parameters and test sequences (based on
.ALTER syntax). Moreover, we provide herein an extension to
the current HSPICE format to support specification of mutually exclusive values for parameters. By relying onto detected
parameters, the developed Test Scheduler offers an intuitive
graphical interface that allows the user to modify the order
and select the parameter values to be used in simulation and
also to define characterization test sequences. It is important to
emphasize that the proposed tool produces HSPICE-compliant
output files retrievable by the end-user at any moment. Finally,
we investigated the benefits of using the developed tool in a
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real case scenario when parameter modifications and automatic
generation of a large number of test sequences are performed.
The results prove that the tool can be used for automation and
optimization of the test sequences in both designer and test
environments, and that it also offers a significant reduction of
setup time when compared to the amount of time required to
perform the same operations manually.
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